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The Media
Company of
the Future
Make no mistake: We are in the middle of a
massive transformation in the media landscape.
Half of our lives are spent staring at screens
— and more than half of that time is spent
consuming content. But we aren’t satisfied
with just any content. We crave content
with perspective — and humanity. Content
is social currency. It’s what we use to build
our identities, it’s what we trade and share in
social networks, and it gives us a reason to
communicate with each other.
As a result, advertisers are no longer
interested in just slapping banner ads on
as many pages as possible, and consumers
are not willing to accept content that isn’t
thoughtful, relevant and available everywhere.
Homogeneous media is dead. Readers have
taken back control.
A big part of this transformation also
means that technology has never been a more
important piece of the media equation. At
SAY Media, we’re developing great content
experiences by building a vertically integrated,
modern technology stack. We think holistically
about a publication as a consumer brand and
not just a collection of articles. Consumers want
content with a strong point of view that delights
and entertains anywhere, anytime — and on
any device they choose. And new technologies
and devices make creating and sharing content
easier than ever. It’s a wonderful new world of
modern media in which Madison Avenue and
Silicon Valley are colliding — it’s a potent mix,
and it’s the future.
Increasingly, a big piece of the content
and brand experience is mobile. That’s
why we’ve devoted this entire issue of SAY
Magazine to Mobile Next — the mobile
technologies, content experiences and
innovations that are shaping the way we work
and play, as well as what the future holds.

MATT SANCHEZ
IS THE CEO
OF SAY MEDIA.

Whether you’re an advertiser or a publisher, a
developer or a creator, to be successful today,
mobile has to be part of your DNA.
To explore this new mobile reality, Erik
Malinowski of Deadspin and Wired reports on
how media-rich smartphones and tablets have
become an indispensible second screen for
consumers — whether they’re at the ballpark
sharing an experience with friends or on the
couch connecting with strangers (see “Inside
the World of Mobile Entertainment,” page 16).
Meanwhile, Dan Rowinski, mobile editor at
SAY Media’s own ReadWriteWeb, makes sense
of the technologies and companies disrupting
content consumption and distribution, as
well as the promise and challenges of HTML5
and responsive design (“The Online Content
Puzzle,” page 22). And we’ve created a useful
fold-out map of the online content landscape
that also highlights the great mobile adspending gap (page 20).
Also in this issue, Dan Frommer editor
at large for ReadWriteWeb explains why, for
the first time in a long time, it’s American
companies that are driving mobile innovation
(“America’s Mobile Comeback,” page 30).
You’ll also find profiles of some of the best
and brightest mobile innovators (“7 People
Redefining Mobile Interfaces,” page 14),
a guide to the best apps (“Top 20 Apps of
2012,” page 24) and design secrets from
the team working on the adaptive mobile
media experiences for Remodelista, xoJane,
ReadWriteWeb and our other exclusive media
partners (“The 6 Secrets of Great Tablet
Content,” page 36).
And there’s so much more. Explore, enjoy
— whether you’re reading this on a tablet, in
print, on the Web or on your phone, we hope
you like it, and look forward to hearing what
you think.
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PERSPECTIVEs

The Problem
With Advertising
That Facebook
Can’t Fix
The fundamental challenge
of our time is learning how to
engage people when we don’t
have control of the media.

Mass media has trained marketers in the

a bit better, but it never solves the overload

art of the unique selling proposition (USP). In
a nutshell: 1. State your difference in a way
that resonates the needs of your target. 2. Buy
mental spectrum by the ton. 3. Repeat endlessly.
USP is to an era of mass media as point of
view (POV) will be to the social media age. This
is a big change and one worth pondering. Let
me explain.

problem for the brand marketer.

You are officially fully mediated.

Nike Bold. Always memorable.

The challenge of the
social world, of
the fully mediated
world, is really a
content problem.
We have the wiring.
Now we need
something to say.
6

North Americans spend half of their waking
lives in front of media. From elevator networks
to social networks to gaming to e-commerce
to plain old content, suddenly we have
some 5,000 opportunities to intersect with
consumers each and every day. More media
comes with more choice and control, both
of which make it harder to get a human to
engage. Targeting makes the equation work

The shame of our industry.
As an industry, we collectively scratched our
heads for 10 years, embarrassed by the de facto
currency of our new media world, the banner.
We wanted to “join the conversation,” but we
were not quite sure what that meant. And when
we tried, no one wanted to talk to us.

Along came social media. But social media
is not a strategy.
Social media is just media, and media needs to
be fed. It’s hungrier now than ever. So we tried
banners in social media, which was okay for
some limited set of objectives. The challenge of
the social world, of the fully mediated world, is
really a content problem. We have the wiring.
Now we need something to say.

Dove “Real Beauty” continues to inspire women around the world.

The trouble with content.
There’s a huge difference between the good
stuff and the average stuff. The world is full of
crappy content. At the heart of great content
is POV. It’s what you believe. It’s opinion. It’s
passion. It’s the special thing that connects
people and communities. Remember, social
media is inherently personal. Content needs to
fit the times.

Great brands understand POV.
So the real issue for the modern marketer is
how to become an attraction brand. How do
you become something people want to listen to?
You do it by having a believable, resonant POV
that overlaps with your community and fits the
cultural context.
Smart upstarts build it in from the core —
for example, brands such as TOMS shoes. People
listen to TOMS. People listen to Patagonia too.
Smart marketers such as IBM have done it for a
long time. Its latest Think exhibit at the Lincoln
Center shows how the smart application of data
and tech makes cities more livable. Chipotle is
doing it for food. P&G is doing it for moms. Dove
is doing it for beauty. Even Go Daddy does it for
dudes. Nike does it all the time.
When you get it right, your content
strategy will unfold naturally.

Chipotle “Back to the Start” proves that really good ads are content.

What’s a modern marketer to do?
Think about what it’s going to take to carve
out your place in the “network.” Start the
meeting with the question: What is our point
of view? Understand how that fits in with your
community. And realize that it means people
may not always agree with you. Find media
partners that can help fill in the lines.
In short, reinvent your brief around POV.
Only then can you start to realize the potential
of content.

P&G You can’t watch this London 2012 Olympics spot
called “Thank You, Mom” without crying.

TROY YOUNG
IS SPECIAL ADVISER
TO THE CEO OF SAY MEDIA.

Go Daddy Go Daddy’s racy ads have raised eyebrows
since 2005.

TOMS Shoes Companies and consumers care about
the world — and can look good doing it.

Patagonia This company encourages people to be thoughtful
about how they consume — buy less, buy better.
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THINGS I LOVE HOME

Tretorn Sneakers
Since I was old enough
to attend school, fall has
meant one thing to me:
a new pair of sneakers.
Preferably navy blue.
This year I got these
— in navy, with navy
laces — after a friend
spotted them online and
made me covet them
by saying, “Don’t they
look just like the pair
Michelle Obama wore
in photographs for the
White House garden
book?” (J.Crew, $68)

American Bird Calls
I am a great believer in developing new hobbies as a form of continuing education.
When I was living next to Central Park in New York, I decided bird watching would
be my next frontier. Nearly every morning, I saw burly men picking twigs from their
beards as they emerged from the bushes, carrying binoculars and notebooks to
record their finds. It can take more than a year to train your voice to imitate a single
(simple) bird call, so I’m instead coveting this set of six carved wooden calls to
jump-start the process. (Canoeonline.net, $148)

Felco Loppers
Did I mention that I have inherited a recalcitrant
bougainvillea? For many years, this thorny fellow
has been allowed to cover the electrical breaker box on
the side of the house and will need severe pruning. Given
the thorn situation, long handled loppers are my best hope for
survival. I once had a pair of these — which is how I know they’re
great — but somehow during one of the 57,000 moves I’ve made back
and forth across the country, they’ve been misplaced. (Felco, $78.64)

Estee Lauder Youth Dew
Normally I try not to divulge personal grooming secrets, but I have
been addicted to this deodorant for years — ever since an opponent
in a doubles tennis match said to me during a changeover, “Are you
wearing French perfume?” — and I am concerned that it’s getting
harder to find it in stores. I’m going public in the hopes that if more
people discover its charms, I won’t have to lie awake at night and
worry about whether I should stockpile a case of 50 against the day
Estee Lauder discontinues it. (Estee Lauder, $18)

Michelle Slatalla, Gardenista

Niwaki Platform Tripod Ladder
I live in a house with a wonderful garden, planted and tended for many
decades by a woman who coincidentally was once known as Sunset
magazine’s “Betty Crocker of the West.” Her holly trees, overgrown and
eyeing me warily, need extensive pruning; I fantasize about doing the job
from the top step of this sturdy telescoping ladder. (Niwaki, $275 and up)

Michelle Slatalla is a former columnist at The
New York Times and the editor of Gardenista.
Gardenista makes gardening accessible,
the way Remodelista demystified — while
celebrating — interior design. Here are a few of
her favorite things for gardening, the outdoors
and a living a cultivated life.
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Mobile Is the
New Cigarette
Smartphones and tablets
are now part of how we
connect with each other
— and how we keep
company with ourselves.
Earlier this year, The New York Times
wondered whether tablet devices were on the
verge of making PCs obsolete. It’s not an idle
question. In 2011, Apple sold more iOS devices
than all the Mac computers it’s sold since 1984.
We saw a remarkable lift in the percentage
of SAY Media’s traffic from mobile browsers
last holiday season as wrapping paper fell off
of iPads, iPhones, Kindle Fires, Nooks, and
all the Android and Windows Mobile devices.
(When in the past 50 years has Christmas Day
meant that you have to rethink the nature of
ad inventory?) If you’re reading on the Web at
night, it’s more likely that you’re reading on
a mobile device than on a PC — the typical
person goes mobile after 5 p.m. and stays
mobile for the rest of the night.

Doug Grinspan
is Publisher, Mobile
at SAY Media.

At SAY Media, we’re adapting our products
to take advantage of the roughly 20 percent
of page views that are coming from mobile
browsers. But the cultural change taking place
goes beyond our business interests. Mobile is
now both how we connect with each other and
how we keep company with ourselves. In many
ways, mobile is the new cigarette.
On a crowded subway train, we recently
watched a man get irritated with the fellow
looking over his shoulder. “Stop rubbernecking
over my phone,” he scolded
and made the point a
little more real with his
elbow. Three tense minutes
passed before the intruder
sheepishly said, “Sorry,
it’s just … I’ve never beat
that level.” The pissed off
player sighed and grabbed
the shoulder of his new
apprentice. “Here, let me
show you.” Thus, another Angry Birds player
was steered over the hump.
Smokers have no compunction about going
up to someone with a cigarette and bumming
a smoke. It comes from shared experience —

they’ve all had an empty pack and a jones, so
giving up a cigarette is just paying it forward.
We’ve all had trouble with Level 4-14, so we’re
happy to help a brother out.
Consider, too, the business traveler. Not
because we’re a huge chunk of audience, but
because we often wind up by ourselves in bars
where nobody knows our name. Being alone
in a pub or restaurant is a lonely experience.
You can bring a book (pathetic), stare at
other people (creepy) or try to chat up the
waitress (uncomfortable for
everyone). At least if you
were a smoker, you could
stand by the front door or
communal ashtray looking
cool and possibly striking
up a conversation with
a fellow nic freak. With
our phone in our hand,
we seem industrious and
indispensable (I’m working
here to close a million dollar deal), we attain
the illusion of popularity (I may be sitting here,
but I’m connected to a world of friends), and
we achieve what we always aspire to among
strangers: an air of mystery.

Like a pack of
Marlboro Reds,
this powerful
machine of cool
fits in our pocket
so it can always
be activated.
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Smartphones and tablets
are changing the way we
consume media. Here’s a
glimpse of what the future
holds.

Gives you efficient gear changes.
Available 6-speed PowerShift automatic
transmission

Model shown is the 2012 Focus Titanium
Hatchback for $25,099 (MSRP).

Gives you
responsible power.
2.0L GDI engine
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aerodynamics.
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Gives you more, so you
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Get 977 km HWY between
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ALL-NEW FOCUS.

ford.ca | Join the conversation now at facebook.com/fordfocus
Vehicle may be shown with optional equipment/features. Model Shown is the 2012 Focus Titanium Hatchback for $25,099 (MSRP). *Located between the grille opening and the radiator, the active grille shutter automatically opens and
closes to maintain the ideal engine operating temperature and helps improve fuel effi ciency by maximizing the aerodynamic effi ciency of the grille opening and the engine cooling system. **Estimate based on highway driving in
2012 Focus Duratec 2.0L-I4 engine equipped with 6-speed Automatic Transmission with available SFE Package. Maximum city/combined city and highway distance of 651 km/831 km. Actual fuel consumption may vary based on road conditions,
vehicle loading and driving habits. Model shown equipped with 6-speed Automatic Transmission estimated to achieve a maximum highway/city/combined city and highway distance of 902 km/642 km/785 km. ±2012 Focus S Sedan starting
from $15,999 MSRP (Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price). Optional features, freight, Air Tax, license, fuel ﬁll charge, insurance, PPSA, dealer PDI, administration fees, any environmental charges or fees, and all applicable taxes extra.
Dealer may sell or lease for less. ^Estimated fuel consumption ratings for the 2012 Focus SE Sedan Duratec 2.0L-I4 engine[6-speed automatic transmission with available SFE Package] / [6-speed automatic transmission]: [7.2L/100 km city
and 4.8L/100 km hwy] / [7.3L/100 km city and 5.2L/100 km hwy]. Fuel consumption ratings based on Transport Canada-approved test methods. Actual fuel consumption may vary based on road conditions, vehicle loading and driving habits.
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7 People
Redefining
Mobile Interfaces
Some of the most interesting design work these days is
happening in phone apps and tablet experiences. Here are the
innovators who are changing the way we work and play.
By Stuart Miles
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Dan Counsell
Realmac Software

Don Lindsay
Research in Motion

@mattbango

@dmierau

@dancounsell

LinkedIn at dlindsay

Matt Bango
Chartbeat

Dustin Mierau
Path
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@asallen

@millsustwo

@jack

Andrew Allen
FiftyThree

Mills
Ustwo Studio Ltd.

Jack Dorsey
Square
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Path, the social networking app for the iPhone
and Android, offers a different take on the
standard mobile interface, breaking the rules of
standard menus.
“Path was designed for mobile first, and it’s
mobile only. It was designed for people to share
more personal ‘moments’ with only their closest
friends and family,” said Nate Johnson, Path’s
vice president of marketing. “Social networks
were originally designed for the desktop, but
the growth of mobile has created a new trend of
smaller networks built and designed for mobile
and for more intimate sharing with smaller
groups of people. We designed Path to be simple,
personal and mobile.”
The playful menus that spring out of nowhere
show what is possible when you don’t play with
the usual rules. Mierau and Path’s designers
and engineers have worked together from the
beginning to create a product that delights through
design, information and communication across
Android and iOS, suggesting that cross-platform
design is possible even though operating systems
can be quite different.
This app is about sharing, and you can
quickly see that as soon as you load it up.

05
An app is an app, right? Not if you talk to some of the developers pushing the boundaries of what
we expect from mobile devices — and what they can actually do.
Gone are the days when mobile design meant a few strategically placed buttons and menus in an
app. Now apps have to be intuitive to gesture and device — and context-sensitive. Some apps don’t
have buttons, while others work without you even realizing what you are doing — and regardless of the
platform you are on.
Here are a few of the people leading the way in mobile interface design.
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Matt Bango
Chartbeat

Bango is the UI designer for Chartbeat, a realtime analytics service that helps Web publishers
understand where their traffic is coming from
and what people are actually reading as they are
reading it.
While Chartbeat’s iPhone app offers little to
be desired, Bango’s website design for Chartbeat,
which works perfectly on iPhone, iPad and
Android, is likely to change how future apps are
created. The Chartbeat website is as good as any
app around but completely live and resizing to
your mobile device’s screen resolution while
looking beautiful at the same time — no mean feat.
With colorful, easy-to-understand
graphics that allow people to quickly grasp the
information as it happens, Charbeat makes
boring data mining into something that will have
any site owner mesmerized for hours.

Dustin Mierau
Path

Andrew Allen
FiftyThree

With so many drawing apps for smartphones,
creating one that stands out is a feat in itself.
But nonetheless that is what Allen and his
team at FiftyThree managed to do with Paper,
a simple but incredibly beautiful app that has
been downloaded more than 1.5 million times
since it went live earlier this year.
“Most of our interfaces today are flat
rectangles — essentially little pictures. Those
visuals tell us how something behaves. The
look of Paper reflects and informs its function.
The interaction is based on the metaphor of a
journal, and so the aesthetics are loosely based
on that. Yet it’s not an exact representation
of a real journal. We use just enough key
elements to suggest the metaphor without
having to faithfully reproduce it. It’s a sort of
iconography of the metaphor,” says Allen. “The
reason Paper looks so refined is because we
integrate design and engineering throughout
the process.”
Tap on a notepad and away you go. You can
start drawing with your fingers within seconds.
Even if you don’t draw, you will want to.

Stuart Miles
is the founder of Pocket-lint, the largest
independent technology site in the U.K.
Follow him on Twitter on @stuartmiles.
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Dan Counsell
Realmac Software

Based in Hove, England, Counsell founded
Realmac Software, maker of apps for Apple’s
desktop and iOS platforms. The company’s first
mobile phone app is Clear, a to-do list that tries
to be better than pen and paper — as well as
stand out from the dozens of to-do apps already
on the market.
“We wanted something eye-catching. The
app is designed for the fast at hand,” Counsell
says when asked why the UI is so vastly different
from anything you’ve ever seen.
In fact, it’s so different that there are no
buttons. Everything is controlled via gestures,
which makes it quicker to use. The app’s 500,000
users agree.
What’s the most important element for
designing mobile apps? For Counsell, it’s all
about the iconography. “If you get the right icon,
you save yourself a lot of time and space —
especially for multilingual apps.”
Realmac Software’s next project is expected
to push how we use our iPhone even more.
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Mills
ustwo studio Ltd

Chief Wonka. That’s how Mills (no last name)
describes himself on his email signature, and
if you were to visit to the company’s Studio of
Dreams in London’s Shoreditch area, you would
quickly see why.
Mills is the co-founder of ustwo, an app
design agency with offices in London, New York
and Malmo, Sweden, that create everything
from standard apps for big corporations (H&M,
Barclays and others) to playful stuff that tries to
push the boundaries of what you can and should
be doing with your smartphone.
Past apps include Granimator, an app that
lets you build customized wallpapers for your
iPad with illustrations from some of the best
designers in the world, and Whale Trail, a game
that lets you play with Willow, a floating whale
gliding through the sky collecting color paint
droplets and dodging thunderclouds (yes, it is as
surreal as it sounds).
Mills believes that every app should be
approached fresh regardless of the platform.
“If you are designing for Android, you
should design for Android,” he tells us before
adding that design is the company’s differentiator
against the competition. And users of the
company’s apps certainly notice how different
they are.
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Don Lindsay
Research in Motion

Putting someone from Research in Motion Ltd.
(RIM) on the list might seem strange to some,
but if you’ve seen BlackBerry 10, you understand
why I’m doing it. Lindsay has had to completely
redraw RIM’s operating system while at the same
time play homage to what its users are used to
and want.
BlackBerry 10 pulls this off very well with
a number of design quirks that are likely to
be “borrowed” by other app developers and
manufacturers in the years to come.
For Lindsay, the new operating system’s
success stems from a number of factors, but
primarily, he says, “Close collaboration between
the hardware and software design teams allows
for ideas to flow between the physical and virtual
worlds of buttons, shapes and materials.”
Lindsay says he’s proud of the “peek”
gesture feature, or the ability to partially drag
an application or layer out of the way to reveal
additional information. And, he’s made it
available for every application developer to take
advantage of.
“One of the most important attributes
of BlackBerry, and especially BlackBerry
10, is the notion of ‘flow,’ where the actions
necessary to complete a task may transverse
multiple applications. It is critical that all of the
applications work together to create this flow,
and having a true common, or shared, interface
only strengthens this capability. The flow
becomes seamless as you move from application
to application.”
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Jack Dorsey
Square

If the name sounds familiar, that’s because
Dorsey previously co-founded Twitter, and
now, as the founder and CEO of Square Inc.,
he’s looking to change the way we pay for
things.
Square re-imagines the credit card
machines we find in shops and the way that
data is recorded. Perhaps more impressive than
the simple design of the app is the back-end
support that allows Square’s users to analyze
who bought what and when, even down to
whether a spot of rain means their shops will
be busier.
One of Dorsey’s goals with Square’s design
was to offer “a delightful user experience”
rather than overwhelm people with menus and
endless pages. Looks like he hit the mark.
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MOBILE NEXT: ENTERTAINMENT

In just five years, media-rich smartphones and tablets have provided an
indispensible “second screen” for many people. And we’re just getting started.
#freebeer

Inside the World
of Mobile
Entertainment
By Erik Malinowski

#gogiants

#gameon

#fearthebeard

On a June night this summer, some 42,298
people settled in, pulled out their various
personal electronic devices at one point or
another and recorded a piece of baseball
history. Matt Cain, the plucky stalwart of the
San Francisco Giants pitching staff, tossed
the 22nd perfect game ever. (In other words,
not one opposing batter reached base at any
time.) Fifty years ago, fans would’ve taken
in the news via transistor radio or the next
morning’s newspaper. This time around, there
were tweets, Instagram pictures, Facebook
updates, texts, iMessages and YouTube videos to
commemorate the milestone.
“The game was in hand. You knew the
Giants were going to win, but was he going to
walk someone?” Bryan Srabian has been one
of the Giants’ resident experts on social media
for three years now. He’s seen the team win a
World Series and host an All-Star Game, but
nothing quite compares with what he saw the
night Matt Cain was perfect. “Everyone was
wondering, ‘Is there going to be an error?’ It
was as tense as I’ve seen and as loud as I’ve
ever witnessed.”
The traffic spike Srabian saw that evening
and over the ensuing days was a far cry from
even a few years ago. Back then, you’d be
excoriated by your surrounding seatmates for
pulling out a cellphone during a game. (Tablets
didn’t really exist then.) These days, though,
iPhones, iPads, Android phones, BlackBerries
and their ilk have not only become accepted at
the ballpark but also expected. That’s where
we pull up the radio stream. It’s how we check
the latest stats for our fantasy teams. It’s the
way we let friends and family know that we
just witnessed one of the rarest feats in sports
history.
“Years ago, we had stations inside the
stadium that would ‘beam’ the starting lineups
to your PalmPilot,” Srabian says. Now, fans just
want to feel involved, feel invested in the game.
“Technology is bringing people closer, but
it’s also enhancing that experience. The more
information you have, the more informed fan
you’ll be, and we’re just scratching the surface.”
This is no fad. It’s a representation of what
The New York Times’ Brian X. Chen notably
dubbed the “always on” mindset, where we feel
an insatiable need to be connected. It’s been a
swift evolution. The iPhone is barely five years
old, the iPad not even three. The Android OS
offers consumers dozens of high-end options.

We’re only 20 years removed from the invention
of the text message as we know it, and mobile
innovation has brought new ways to be engaged
with one another that fantastical pulp magazines
from the ’30s could scarcely have predicted.
“There’s been such a cultural shift,” says
comScore vice president Joan FitzGerald. “It
used to be perceived as rude to bring out your
cellphone at these special events, but it’s not at
all seen that way now because consumers are
actually enriching their experience. And they’re
also able to enrich their neighbors’ experience
as well, because they can share.”
Media companies are banking on the idea
that these “second screen” adopters — younger,
more adaptable and hungry for content —
will drive the next wave of user engagement.
Looking back at how we got here, they’re
probably right.

to squeeze an old world into a new reality.”
With Flipboard, Doll and McCue
envisioned the ultimate customizable magazine
for the iPad. Want to pull stories from the Web,
tweets, Instagram pics and Facebook updates,
then navigate them all through an easy-to-use
interface, all for free? That’s Flipboard, which
launched in mid-2010 to much acclaim, both
from users and the Valley. (Twitter co-founder
Jack Dorsey and actor Ashton Kutcher are two
of its more recognizable investors.) And in
just two years, Flipboard has become a model
for how users can slice the mobile Web into
whatever personalized chunks they desire.
“The fact that people carry these devices
around all the time has meant a degree of
emotional connection that simply didn’t exist in
the past,” Doll says. “People grab their iPhones
off their nightstand first thing in the morning.
They fall asleep in bed with their iPads. We’ve
A New Reality
heard anecdotes from our users about reading
Few Silicon Valley executives have watched the
Flipboard in the bathtub, on the treadmill, on
evolution of mobile engagement more closely
the beach.
than Evan Doll. As an engineer at Apple for six
“I don’t even know if ‘second screen’ is the
years, including a stint on the original iPhone
right way to describe it anymore. For a lot of
development team, Doll left the company in 2009
people, in a lot of cases, it’s their first screen.”
to co-found Flipboard with business partner
That’s part of the dilemma that larger
Mike McCue because he saw the shift in user
media companies are only starting to address.
activity that the iPhone had brought about. Gone
Some, such as Major League Baseball (MLB),
was the static past when people
have offered more options to
took what was given them. They
mobile users while trying to
“The ability to
wanted more content, and they
maintain TV as the premium
control your TV
wanted it their way. Services such
first choice. Mobile users can
as Twitter and Facebook gave
get unlimited radio streams for
with your tablet
them a voice. Mobile devices such
$15 a season. To add PC or Mac
opens a big
as the iPhone were a bullhorn.
functionality, it’ll cost you an
opportunity.”
“Think about how different
extra $5. For full video, however,
the world was before the iPhone
you’ve got to shell out $125 to
and Twitter,” Doll says. “The Web and the
watch it on your iPad, PlayStation 3 and the
browser of the 1990s weren’t designed for this.
like. For access to more than 2,000 games every
Pinching to zoom on a Web page is an attempt
season, that’s not a bad deal.

#FTW
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But even then, you’re prohibited from
watching games being broadcast in your local
market. It’s how baseball keeps you tethered
to the first screen and makes the second one a
complement rather than a replacement. More
traditional media companies, such as the TV
networks, would do well to emulate some part
of that concept so they don’t get left behind
on the dial. To a certain extent, they already
have, at least with services such as Hulu Plus,
which charges a subscription fee, still shows
commercials and imposes limits (dictated by
the networks themselves) on exactly what’s
offered and for how long. Similar to MLB,
DIRECTV and HBO offer slick, content-rich
apps that offer an enhanced mobile viewing
experience, but only if you’re a subscriber.
“When it comes to the economics of the
media world, in some ways, the TV business
is still the biggest business, and they make
sure it’s available in the highest quality form,”
FitzGerald says. “But media brands are trying
to reach consumers wherever they’re willing to
consume the content.”
What these companies have going for
them is that people are using their mobile
devices less for what they were intended for
and more for what’s being offered now. British
telecom O2 found that of the 128 minutes we
spend a day on our phones, making calls is
No. 5 on the list according to amount of time
spent. Surfing the Web, listening to music
and playing games have all surpassed, in
terms of popularity, the core functionality of a
phone. (Emailing, texting and watching TV all
followed up close behind.)
Srabian laughs when he thinks about all
the technicians who’ve spent years outfitting
AT&T Park with enough Wi-Fi nodes and
cellular data points to accommodate tens of

MOBILE NEXT: ENTERTAINMENT
thousands of users simultaneously. “I have
friends who think the NFL scrambles their
phone when they can’t access Wi-Fi or a
data connection at a football game,” he says.
“Sometimes, there are just no access points
around.”
But this is where we are — if you’re at a
sporting event and having issues uploading
your filtered upper deck views of the ballpark
to Instagram, your first inclination might not
actually be to blame a lack of infrastructure but
rather some sort of conspiratorial move to keep
your eyeballs on the field and not your phone.
(Incidentally, the NFL says it’s hoping to have
leaguewide Wi-Fi in every stadium this season.)
But these sorts of mobile offerings have
reached the point where it’s become a part of
how we normally engage in these communal
gatherings. Whether it’s sporting events,
concerts, weddings or birthday parties, we
expect to be connected.

The Young and the Restless
The question now becomes an obvious but
critical one: How to reach these users spending
less time in front of a TV and more with their
face in their hands? That’s what FitzGerald has
been actively researching, and she co-authored
a white paper in June with the Coalition for
Innovative Media Measurement (a group of
media companies including NBC Universal,
Disney, News Corp. and more) that strove to
address that concern. Of course, these are all big
corporations with a lot to lose if people are going
to stop watching TV in lieu of another screen’s
content, but their insights may give us a clue as
to where our culture is headed and whether the
second-screen lifestyle is here to stay.
In surveying some 10,000 consumers
over five weeks, FitzGerald found that most

Mobile Milestones
The proliferation of wireless mobile entertainment is the
result of numerous discoveries and breakthroughs going
back nearly 130 years.
Inventor Elisha Gray applies for patent 386,815:
a stylus-based “telautograph” that closely
resembles tablet PCs.
1885

of the key demographic that content providers
target are younger and more apt to use multiple
screens and that 60 percent of all TV viewers
access the Internet while watching. And what
kind of programming attracts these multiscreen
viewers? News channels, young-adult networks
and sporting events. “One of the things they’ve
done really well,” FitzGerald points out, “is
create content in the digital environment that
people want to use and that they can’t get in the
TV environment.” In other words, consumers
want something extra with their main course,
and programmers that supply such content will
reap the rewards.
Another wave of change will come
with increased adoption of near-field
communications (NFC) chips. More than
anything, companies are excited for NFC
because it offers unprecedented ways for
consumers to pay for their wares. It not only
stores payment info, but integrated chips mean
you need only wave your device over a sensor
and your transaction is recorded. It will offer
the convenience of Square without the need for
a white dongle, and Apple is widely expected to
build NFC directly into its next iPhone iteration.
The June unveiling of iOS 6’s Passbook —
essentially a digital wallet that stores this
kind of info — was a less-than-subtle nod in
this direction, and combining this with NFC
capability means a new way for consumers to
consume. If fans want to stay in their seats and
order two hot dogs, a beer and six giant foam
fingers, they just need to wave their iPhone over
the payment sensor and they’re good to go.
More important than convenience, such
a move keeps people tethered to their devices,
making any attempt at separation all that more
painful. Not that it appears many folks want
to disconnect. A recent study from Michigan

State University finds that we’re more likely to
a longtime TiVo user, I’d been waiting years
use wireless Internet when we’re on vacation
for some kind of mobile app that could come
(40 percent of users) than at work (25 percent).
close to the on-screen TiVo interface. When I
Even if we want to get away, we
got my iPad in spring of 2011, one
really don’t.
of the first apps I downloaded
“The more
Tablets are truly what’s
was TiVo’s. Suddenly, I could
information
driving this mobile movement.
do everything my remote could
Apple’s iPad, with some 62
do, only faster. I could search
you have, the
percent tablet market share, is
for shows on the fly, without
more informed
propelling a field that’s forecasted
having to look for a submenu
fan you’ll be,
to sell 119 million units this year,
and then type in letters using the
a 98 percent increase over 2011.
directional pad arrows. These
and we’re just
In April, Gartner analyst Carolina
days, my iPad is my de facto TiVo
scratching the
Milanesi found that even with
remote. And if it can replace that,
surface.”
“very limited success outside
there’s no telling what else tablets
of Apple with its iPad,” many
will eventually emulate.
PC makers were waiting to make their move.
“The ability to control your TV with your
Microsoft did just that with a much-hyped
tablet opens a big opportunity,” FitzGerald says.
presentation of Surface, its dual-screen tablet
“We’re going to see a quick evolution of making
in June. Gizmodo’s Mat Honan declared it “far
more content available using that dual-screen
more impressive than any shipping Android
opportunity.”
tablet I’ve ever seen” and “a clear rival to the
And that’s the natural progression from
iPad.”
here on. The growth hasn’t slowed, and the
Even Google Glass, the search engine
inexorable evolution continues every day. Every
giant’s attempt at implanting virtual
global sporting event now sets new records
information into our own reality via special
for tweets per second, and Facebook shows
glasses, may hold great promise when it comes
little sign of slowing in its quest for world
to users engaging with concerts or sporting
domination, thanks to more than 500 million
events, whether it’s bringing up song lyrics or
active mobile users every month and to an
displaying real-time statistics, respectively.
unquenchable appetite for content. We need our
ComScore’s FitzGerald sees the biggest
fix wherever we are.
growth trend coming as media companies
“Just as we look at computer interfaces of the
become more comfortable with tablets and
past — from the command line to the GUI to the
how they mesh with the viewing experience.
multitouch interface — it seems self-evident that
“With the adoption of tablets, the quality of the
form and function will change massively every
experience is so compelling,” she says. “There
10 to 15 years,” says Flipboard’s Doll, casting his
are so many capabilities that are naturally
eye to our mobile future. “Our kids aren’t going to
interactive with television.”
think of back buttons and bookmarks on a beige
As she says this, I glance over at my
box when they hear ‘the Web.’
year-old iPad and something finally clicks. As
“It’s not going to stop changing.”
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Innovation in mobile hasn’t slowed down.

Improvements in speed, performance and user
engagement are just around the corner.
Quick Response (QR) codes have largely struggled
to become more than just an advertising novelty
— only 5 percent of Americans scan them — so
companies are getting more creative about their
implementation. Subway commuters in Singapore,
Santiago and Chicago are experimenting with
services that allow them to scan and buy groceries
through a QR code–laden wall.
Orbital angular momentum is how engineers
take multiple data streams and essentially twist
them into the same stream. It could mean that home
Internet speeds are able to reach into 2 terabit range,
according to early results from one study. Though
the technology is extremely young, it could introduce
a new generation of ultra-fast routers that operate
within increasingly limited bandwidth.
Near-field communications (NFC) will permit
increased options for mobile payment and could
document unprecedented amounts of user activity,
from your flight history to your grocery shopping.
Apple’s newest iPhone is expected to have NFC
integration upon release later this year.
5G Wi-Fi represents the first significant upgrade in the
wireless Internet protocol in five years. Amazingly, 5G
routers now hitting the market run three times faster and
will save battery life on your tablets and smartphones.
Quad-core CPUs have been turbocharging
laptops for five years, but they’re now starting to hit
cellphones.

The NFL permits Sprint
phones to stream radio
feeds of all games.
Nationals Park in
D.C. is first to feature
stadiumwide Wi-Fi.

Palm releases the
$299 Pilot 1000,
the world’s first
mainstream PDA.

Motorola VP Martin
Cooper builds the
first cellphone
prototype.

1973

Apple announces a deal
to bring iTunes synching to
Motorola phones.
1993

The first commercial text
message is sent: “burp.”
Apple’s Newton MessagePad, the
first fully realized “personal digital
assistant,” sells for $700.
Erik Malinowski
is a freelance writer based in San Mateo, California. He is the
night editor of Deadspin, managing editor of Longshot Magazine,
and a frequent contributor to Wired, Macworld and Salon.

1996 1997

1999

2003 2004

RIM
releases the
BlackBerry.

1888

Heinrich Hertz begins his groundbreaking work
on the discovery of radio waves.

Mobile Innovations
to Watch

The IEEE 802.11
protocol, aka
wireless Internet,
is approved and
introduced.

Nokia 1100, the
world’s best-selling
cellphone, hits the
market.

Netgear
unveils first
router with
5G Wi-Fi.
Apple
releases
the first
iPad.
2007 2008

2010

2012

Apple releases
the first iPhone.
Annual cellphone
sales top 1 billion.
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Mobile Content
Disruptors
Mobile Platform
iOS
Android
Web
Blackberry
Windows Phone

Revenue Model
Subscription
Ads
Paid
Partnership

1%

Web

Mobile

Bachelor’s degree or higher
attained by 25+ year olds

iOS & Android consumers
average household income

The fastest adopted consumer
technology in history

3x

Faster
than the
internet

Faster
than
Facebook

8x

Faster
than
PCs

Mobile
Social Gamer

$66.1k

Average

23%

22%
16%

11%
Radio

9%

6%

Consumer time spent
vs. ad spending

$43.6k

Mobile
Social Gamer

61%

28%

Average

25%

40%

Print

In five short years, the popularity of mobile apps has disrupted
nearly every major media platform from TV to Internet to print.
Over the same time period, however, advertising dollars flowing
to mobile have lagged severely behind those going to other
more established media platforms.

TV

The Great Ad
Spending Gap

43%

Sponsorship

2x
Source:
Flurry Analytics
U.S. 2011
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The Online
Content
Puzzle

The first and
primary goal of
the mobile Web
experience must,
therefore, be to
convert first-time
users into engaged
return users.

It’s a strange new world in which content consumption
and distribution will never be the same — and the money
models are shifting. Here’s what the future holds.
By Dan Rowinski

Open here

In the past few years, the Internet and Web
have radically changed the fundamental nature
of content distribution. Web 1.0 was about
creating a new platform for distribution. Web 2.0
brought us social sharing, virality and a wave
of remarkable new content contributors through
easy creation and distribution channels such as
blogs and Twitter. A new age is upon us. It’s the
Mobile Revolution, and like the two iterations of
the Web before it, it’s disrupting the nature of
content consumption and distribution.
For publishers in the business of creating
and distributing content, mobile is a strange
and relatively new world. Companies are still
devising mobile content strategies, figuring out
what works, what engages consumers and how
to make money. But there is no silver bullet for
creating a perfect mobile experience.

Mobile Web Vs. Native Apps
There’s been a debate over the past few years
about whether mobile apps (for iOS or Android,
although increasingly for other platforms)
or mobile browsing will reign when it comes
to delivering content. Apps, at least in the
beginning, seemed to be winning out. Apple’s
App Store, which made its debut in 2008, was
new and exciting and democratized software
distribution. Publishers were happy to get in
line and give this app thing a try while trusting
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their old websites to function well on mobile.
Raj Aggarwal, CEO and co-founder of
Boston-based Localytics, a mobile analytics and
engagement platform, explains the difference
between apps and the mobile Web this way:
“There is a significant difference in the end
users’ expectations. Mobile Web content is
consumed in a browser that is often limited
in functionality. As a result, content needs to
be kept at a lowest common denominator so it
works across a large number of platforms.”
Lowest common denominator. Doesn’t sound
like a winning formula for content creators.

The Trouble With Apps
Here’s the catch with apps: It’s expensive to
develop native apps for a variety of different
platforms such as iOS, Android, Windows
Phone and BlackBerry. Apps are difficult
to build and maintain, and monetization
(through subscriptions, ads and in-app
purchases) is complicated.
“When it comes to choosing a content
strategy between mobile Web and native
apps, the key issues to consider are richness
of experience, performance and cost of
distribution. And a lot of this comes down to
the kind of content you offer. For example, if
your experience is primarily about displaying
and interacting with online content, then

mobile Web may be right for you,” says Peter
Farago, VP of marketing at San Francisco-based
mobile analytics platform Flurry.

Mobile Web Content Is No Picnic
A mobile Web strategy may work better for
many publications. By developing for the
mobile Web, a company can focus on crossplatform strategies that will work on whatever
device its customer happens to be using. The
goal is to make it as easy as possible for the
consumer to reach the content, and in that
guise, the mobile Web is not fundamentally
different from a desktop-based Web. But the
mobile Web can be limiting, too.
Many publishers want to easily deploy
rich media such as videos, slide shows, and
location-aware advertisements and content (such
as weather or traffic data) through a mobile
browser. That’s not currently possible — and it’s
where native applications have an advantage.
“As with traditional Web, mobile Web
is good for discovery: putting your content
in front of new users who don’t know about
you yet,” says Giles Phillips, director of user
experience at Boston-based Brightcove. “The
first and primary goal of the mobile Web
experience must, therefore, be to convert firsttime users into engaged return users. You want
to leverage your content to convert their initial

impressions into an interest in having a longterm relationship with you.”
Engagement, Phillips says, is the primary
difference between how users will interact with
your brand between the mobile Web and native
apps. If users are navigating to your publication
through a mobile browser, they are likely looking
for timely, topical information. It is the nature of
mobile devices, especially smartphones. People
are on the go and are not consuming content
in large doses as they would when sitting at a
computer. Yet, if consumers become engaged and
loyal to a brand, they are more likely to download
(and possibly pay for) an app.
“There is no choice between the mobile
Web and applications: Any publisher must
consider both,” says Mark Johnson, CEO of
mobile content discovery application Zite.
“A well-delivered strategy recognizes the
preferences of its readers (Do they use Pinterest
or Twitter?), the natural bias of its content
(long-form vs. short-form visual, etc.), and
the natural ebb and flow of many of these
platforms. The formula should be: execute,
measure, refine and reload. Typically the
trade-off for mobile content has been between
efficiency (write once) vs. beauty. Luckily, with
the rise of HTML5, this trade-off is eroding
slowly, but it will take some time for it to go
away entirely.”

Write Once, Run Everywhere
And then there’s HTML5. At its most simple
level, HTML5 is a set of Web-based technologies
that holds the potential of a true “write once,
run everywhere” strategy. Theoretically, a
publication created in HTML5 will function the
same on a desktop, tablet or smartphone. That
promise is not entirely a reality because HTML5
is still a technology in development. Even so,
HTML5 can still help most publishers right now.
Content apps and mobile websites, by their
very nature, are simpler to create and maintain
than other application categories such as games
or utilities. Content apps do not put a lot of
stress on a mobile device’s computer or graphics

Dan Rowinski
is a technology reporter
for ReadWriteWeb,
a SAY Media property.

processor and often do not need specific device
capabilities such as a camera or GPS unit.
Hence, content apps are best delivered through
a browser-centric approach.
That doesn’t mean that the mobile Web
is the only option for HTML5 mobile content.
An app can be developed in HTML5 and then
“wrapped” with native code and deployed to the
various app stores. This approach is known as a
“hybrid” — half browser, half native — and can
give publishers an easier route to developing for
both the mobile Web and native apps.
“HTML5 has definitely created more
flexibility for publishers and has helped
make responsive Web design a viable option
for publishers with a blended content mix,”
Phillips says.

The Hybrid Approach
Several large news publications have embraced
HTML5 and browser-based approaches
to give consumers an app-like experience
through the mobile browser. The first and
most famous example of this is the Financial
Times, which took its application out of the
Apple App Store and created a mobile website
built entirely through HTML5. Another
prominent newspaper, The Boston Globe, has
also embraced the mobile Web and HTML5.
TheBostonGlobe.com is the paper’s answer to
the mobile revolution, and it is designed to fit
on any device through responsive design.
“We embraced responsive Web design
to build a site that would be able to adapt
and evolve as more of our readers look for
our content on nondesktop devices. This has
been an experience that allowed us to think
aggressively about how to optimize for each
and every device and also has given us new
opportunities to monetize mobile page views
with a single buy,” says Jeff Moriarty, VP of
digital products at The Boston Globe.
Responsive design also addresses one of
the main problems with developing for mobile
devices: making content look good on a variety
of screen sizes. Smartphones tend to have
screens that vary from 3.5 inches to 5.3 inches
while tablets range from 7 inches to 10.1 inches.
It is impossible to develop an app that will look
great on all of these devices. And building apps
for a variety of screens drives developers crazy.
The key to responsive design is that it will
reformat content to adapt to the screen it is on.
Even on a desktop, if a user changes the size of a
browser window, responsive design will change
how the content appears to optimize the user
experience. It’s a powerful and useful concept
that will help publishers with the deployment of

content across the mobile landscape.
“We have to now think about how content
performs differently from the biggest screens to
the smallest, how that content is organized and
even how headlines are written from platform
to platform,” Moriarty says. “I personally now
have an Android-powered watch that displays
news headlines on a 1-inch screen and a Google
TV that I use on a 50-inch television from
10 feet away. How we think about those two
complete opposite use cases is going to be even
more and more important as screens and screen
sizes continue to proliferate.”

Mobile = Web
Such a rapid-growth industry like mobile has
not existed possibly in the history of the planet,
and the dynamics are fluid.
“The future is always uncertain, so it is
key for publishers to stay flexible. Keeping
content portable should be a major focus area,”
says André T. M. Alguero, SVP of technology for
Digitas. Alguero says that publishers must focus
on their content strategies as a whole. The Web
team should not be different from the mobile
team.
For all intents and purposes, the Web now
is mobile and mobile is the Web. There is no
difference. Being flexible and understanding
the general concepts of mobile content delivery
relies on understanding that basic fact.
“This isn’t a challenge that is going away,
and it’s not going to be easy to fix as it will take
a level of experimentation and innovation that
many are uncomfortable with,” Zite’s Johnson
says. “In a world where publishers are struggling
to figure out their business models online
(display ad revenues at the major newspapers
are declining alarmingly), they must adapt to the
mobile world. But if they fail to evolve with the
change, then the publisher landscape will likely
look very different in 10 years.”
The wrong choice when deciding on how
to approach mobile content delivery is to try and
force a traditional media strategy into the mobile
environment. Publishers need to realize that the
world, and even the Web itself, has changed.
“Mobile has its own unique set of
limitations, considerations and usage contexts.
Publishers should embrace the device for what
it is, and not fight it,” Phillips says. “The biggest
thing is remembering to truly reflect upon the
mobile usage context and how it impacts your
users’ behaviors and engagement patterns.
Invest time and energy to understand your users:
As the consumers of your content, they are
ultimately the most important dimension of your
content strategy.”
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Top 20 Apps
of 2012

Besides being excellent,
these apps show wider
trends in the market.
By Stuart Dredge

More than 650,000 iOS apps are now available
on the Apple App Store, and well over 500,000
Android apps are on Google Play. The vast
majority are junk, although thankfully, few
people have to encounter them — analyst firm
Canalys recently estimated that up to two-thirds
of apps are downloaded less than 1,000 times in
their first year.
Happily, the good apps are really good. A
handful of new apps are knock-your-socks-off
creative, innovative, surprising or disruptive.
Most of them are available on iOS or Android,

Angry Birds Space
Free to $2.49
iOS, Android, Blackberry

As a brand, Angry Birds has become ubiquitous,
thanks to the plush toys, T-shirts, other
merchandise and close to 1 billion downloads of
its various games. “Angry Birds: the marketing
and retail phenomenon” can sometimes obscure
the fact that the actual games are top-notch.
Angry Birds Space, however, reminds us all
about that.
It takes the Angry Birds formula
(slingshot birds at pigs hiding in wooden
structures, if you need reminding) and
fires it into space, complete with planetary
gravitational fields to spice up the action. A
mixture of free and paid level packs will keep
it fresh in the coming months.
Part of the reason I’m including it here is
its status as a phenomenon. Partnerships with
NASA and National Geographic along with
100 million downloads in its first 76 days make
this the flagship mobile game of 2012. And
thankfully, it’s a great game, too.
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although Windows Phone is starting to gather
momentum among developers.
So much good stuff is hitting smartphones
that any attempt to choose 20 will be an
inherently personal selection. In my case, that
means a skew toward the consumer side of the
apps industry: entertainment, games, social and
productivity apps.
These are apps that, besides being excellent,
show wider trends in the apps market in 2012.
Read on for the rundown, which is in no
particular order.

SwiftKey 3 Keyboard
$3.99
iOS, Android, Blackberry

This app, just like Sparrow, shows how
companies are innovating around the core
functionality of smartphones this year. In this
case, that functionality is the keyboard. This
latest version of the SwiftKey app, developed in
the U.K., makes Android typing a lot … smarter.
Like previous versions of the app,
this new release offers better predictions
and corrections to help you type faster.
The company’s technology is focused on
personalization, so SwiftKey learns the words
and phrases that you use regularly and adapts
to become more useful.
There’s a big debate around whether paid
apps can do well on Android, but SwiftKey has
sold by the bucket load — one of the success
stories that is good news for developers and
Android device owners alike.

Pocket Planes
Free
iOS, Android, Blackberry

Pocket Planes came out in June as the follow up
to one of 2011’s most successful freemium-style
mobile games, Tiny Tower. It takes the pixelated
little people from that game and sends them
into the sky on airplanes — your airplanes,
to be specific, as the game involves running
your own airline. Pocket Planes is noteworthy
partly because it’s one of the most ferociously
addictive games on the App Store in 2012. You
buy planes, unlock new airports to open new
routes and link with friends in “Flight Crews”
to take on the world.
The more you play, the more gameplay
nuances you discover. But the game also
represents an encouraging trend in the way its
freemium business model works. Rather than
forcefully pushing players toward buying its
virtual Bux currency, Pocket Planes doles it out
generously for free. People pay because they
love the game itself not because of aggressive
in-app purchase marketing.

Spotify (Tablet Edition)
Free with subscription
iOS, Android, Blackberry

Spotify’s smartphone apps have been out for
a while and are a big factor in the company’s
growth to more than 3 million paying
subscribers for its streaming music service. This
year Spotify has brought these apps to tablets —
iPad and Android devices running Android 4.0
Ice Cream Sandwich.
It’s very slick, making good use of the
larger tablet screen to show more information
on songs and artists, as well as album cover art.
And just like the smartphone versions, it ties
in neatly to Spotify’s Facebook-fuelled social
features, so you can see what friends have been
listening to.
But what Spotify’s iPad app in particular
shows, with its support for Apple’s AirPlay
technology that streams music wirelessly to
a compatible hi-fi, is how tablets really could
become the universal remote controls for our
home entertainment in the not-too-distant
future — the smart control for other, dumber
screens and speakers.

Toca Train
$ 1.99
iOS, Android, Blackberry

Swedish developer Toca Boca has been on the
radar of many parents for a long time now,
thanks to its habit of releasing charming,
playful digital toys for children on the App
Store. “Digital toys” is a carefully chosen phrase
because the company’s apps aren’t games with
goals and time limits but are more open-ended
affairs for explorative play.
Toca Train is Toca Boca’s latest release,
and for the first time, the company is expanding
into 3-D graphics. It’s simple on the surface:
Your child drives a train along a track, stopping
at stations to pick up passengers and cargo
along the way.
It’s this simplicity and repetitiveness that
provides the space for children to create their
own narratives. Who are the people in the
trains, and where are they going? Toca Train is
like a real-world toy train set in that respect.

Sparrow
$ 2.99
iOS, Android, Blackberry

Apple has wielded its App Store banhammer in
the past against apps that too-closely replicate
key functions in its iOS software. Thank
goodness Sparrow escaped that fate: It’s an
excellent email client that has replaced the
native iOS mail app in the permanent menu bar
at the bottom of my iPhone’s home screen —
high praise indeed.
Sparrow is a deceptively simple, intuitive
email app that works beautifully with your
Gmail account, especially if you’re a power user
with lots of folders set up to archive email into.
A couple of swipes and taps is enough to access
nearly every feature you’d want. It’s much
better than even the official Gmail app, let alone
Apple’s own mail client.
Sparrow encouragingly also shows that
there’s room for innovation even around the
most core features of current-day smartphones.

Vyclone
Free
iOS, Android, Blackberry

Social video apps are all the rage right now on
iOS and Android, thanks to soaring downloads
and usage for Viddy and Socialcam — both of
which make it easy to shoot short video clips
then share them on social networks. If those
apps are the video equivalents of Instagram,
Vyclone is more complex and also potentially
more disruptive.
Here’s its pitch: Currently available in
the U.K. only while any launch wrinkles are
ironed out, Vyclone taps into the iPhone’s GPS
sensor to figure out if anyone else is shooting
the same thing in the same place as you. Think
music concerts, sporting events or even political
demonstrations.
The cleverest feature is yet to come
though: Vyclone edits videos together into
multi-angle clips, which are then made
available to remix by any user. To really take
off, it’ll need a lot of people using it, admittedly.

Barclays Pingit
Free
iOS, Android, Blackberry

There’s innovation in mobile payment
technology happening around the world, but
Pingit is the app that made a splash this year
in my homeland, the U.K. It’s not been a happy
few months (well, years) for British banks, but
Barclays deserves hatfuls of praise for its work
on Pingit.
The idea: an app to quickly send or
receive money to and from friends and family
members, simply by choosing their mobile
number from your phone contacts — as long as
they’re a registered Pingit user too. Up to $470
can be sent in a single day, and you don’t have
to be a Barclays customer to use it.
The idea of person-to-person payments is
one whose time is coming, and other companies
are also working hard on it — PayPal for
example. But for Brits, Pingit was one of the few
surprises we’ve had from our banks in recent
times that was actually welcome.
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Figure
$0.99
iOS

One of the most exciting things about
Instagram was the way it helped ordinary
people make beautiful images, with no
technical knowledge required. Figure does
a similar thing for electronic music-making,
which is not to say that it will turn anyone into
a Chemical Brother or a Richie Hawtin, but
more so that it will give them the joy of making
sounds a bit like these artists.
“Create an addictive beat before the next
bus stop or lay down a beefy bass line while
waiting in line at the bank,” suggests its App
Store listing. Elegant touchscreen controls help
you set and tweak drum, bass and lead lines for
a two-bar blast of electronica, with wonderfully
squelchy results.
Its developer Propellerhead Software is
behind serious music-making software like
Reason and ReBirth, so to see that technology
powering a simple, accessible music app is
really heartening.

Thumb
Free
iOS, Android

A lot of apps are coming out that tap into
the social graph — Facebook’s social
graph specifically — to provide a stream of
recommendations based on what friends are
doing, often with the blithe assumption that
you’re interested in everything your friends
think and do. Actually, just as interesting are
apps based on the opinions of strangers.
Thumb is a good example — I was a bit
cynical about it before trying it, but it delivers
on its promise of “Instant opinions. Real
people.” The idea is that you post a question,
opinion or photo from your smartphone, then
get a blizzard of responses back from strangers.
Good for clothes shopping, wine-buying,
friend-ribbing (“Should he have left this hat at
home?”) and a host of other uses. Plenty of dailylife decisions can’t be crowdsourced, but Thumb
is proving good value for the ones that can.
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New Star Soccer
Free to $2.99
iOS, Android

As England crashed out of the Euro 2012
tournament on penalties, many football fans
consoled themselves with a New Star Soccer
session. The game, which started life as a Web
Flash title, has been one of the biggest wordof-mouth hits here in the U.K. in 2012, and
deservedly so.
It might look like an 8-bit game from the
1980s, but that’s part of the charm. This is a
football-themed, light roll-playing game in which
you star as an individual player, scoring and
setting up goals while juggling the affections of
teammates, managers, fans and girlfriends.
It’s enormously addictive — I’ve missed
several tube stops while playing it. It’s exciting
that pure game play can still create an App
Store hit rather than being squeezed out by
richer marketing budgets or big-name brands.

Pip and Posy: Fun and Games
$2.99
iOS

Alongside Toca Boca, Nosy Crow is one of
the other children’s app publishers that I’d
recommend to any parent for its craft and
attention to detail. The company makes physical
books and, separately, apps. This one’s based
on a series of books by Axel Scheffler — also
known as “the guy who draws the Gruffalo.”
It’s a collection of very fun puzzles and
activities for young children, from fingerpainting and matching pairs to jigsaw puzzles.
There’s also a marvelous Make a Face
feature that uses your device’s camera to show
your child on-screen as he or she pulls a variety
of faces in response to prompts. Rather than
hammer an educational message home, Pip and
Posy wears its learning lightly and playfully.

Leonardo da Vinci: Anatomy
$13.99
iOS

U.K./U.S. publisher Touch Press has been one
of the key companies trying to reimagine books
for tablet devices ever since the first iPad came
out. Its Barefoot World Atlas, Solar System,
The Elements and The Waste Land apps have
helped me dig into subjects I stupidly wrote off
as boring at school. Recently it’s Leonardo da
Vinci: Anatomy that’s been fascinating.
The iPad app digitizes all 268 pages of da
Vinci’s human anatomy notebooks, so you can
pinch-zoom around the body to your heart’s
content. A neat translation feature lets you read
his notes, and text and interviews with experts
help explain the significance.
I wish we’d had devices like the iPad
and apps like this in my school days. As more
schools get tablets into the classroom, the
implications of apps like this for education
are huge.

King’s Cross Streetstories
Free
iOS, Android

One of the publications I write for is The
Guardian, to declare an interest — although I
had nothing to do with the development of this
app. The idea: It’s an audio guide to the King’s
Cross district of London (where the newspaper’s
office is located) delivered as an app for Android
or iPhone.
Rather than provide tourist information,
the app is based around stories about the
buildings and history of the area, told by local
historians and residents — from architectural
experts to former prostitutes from King’s Cross’
earthier days.
It’s a beguiling combination of journalism
and historical research, best experienced while
actually walking to the places you’re hearing
about (although it’s not essential — there’s a
manual mode to listen wherever you are).

iPhoto
$4.99
iOS

Stories About Me
Free
iOS

A lot of work is being done on apps for children
with autism on the iPad, particularly around the
area of “social stories” — stories that describe
everyday situations to help children understand
how to behave and make the situations familiar
rather than frightening.
Stories About Me takes that idea and
personalizes it. Parents and teachers can use
the app to create social stories for the children
in their care, using photos, text and voice
recordings to make it even more relevant to
their lives. I like the fact that its free, so people
can try it out. It neatly ties in with cloud service
Dropbox to store and share the stories created,
and an in-app purchase of $4.99 makes that
feature unlimited. It’s a creative app that could
make a real difference.

A year or two ago, there was a lively debate
about whether Apple’s iPad was just for
consuming rather than creating: good
for reading, playing and listening but not
necessarily for making and creating. That
debate has been largely set to rest through
a new generation of apps, including several
published by Apple.
iPhoto is one of them: It does all the
simplest photo-editing tasks you might need
well, but it has a lot of depth if you sit down
and burrow into its features. Its interface is
very impressive too — one of the flagships for
showing how more complex creative apps don’t
have to be in thrall to predecessors created with
a mouse in mind rather than fingers.

Bobo Explores Light
$4.99
iOS

Bubbly Voice Blogging
Free
iOS, Android

The first time a lot of Westerners hear about
Bubbly, it sounds silly. Like Twitter but with
recorded voice messages rather than text
sentences — who’d use that? But then you find
out that Bubbly has been an enormous hit in
India, attracting more than 14 million users
earlier this year when it launched in the U.K.
and U.S.
One of the big draws is that celebrities use
it, just as with Twitter. A range of Bollywood
stars have been enlisted for Bubbly, recording
regular updates that people pay (not a typo,
honest) to listen to.
Will it catch on in the West? It’s too early
to say, but it has some intriguing potential
beyond celebs for media and journalists to use
Bubbly in their work. Although admittedly,
it’s in competition with services such as
SoundCloud and Audioboo in that sense.

This is certainly ambitious, promising to allow
you to “hold a fully functional science museum
for kids 4–12 in the palm of your hand.” But
having praised apps like Toca Train and Pip
and Posy for NOT putting education to the fore,
Bobo Explores Light is a good example of how it
can be done entertainingly.
The focus is on science: lasers, lightning,
holograms — everything to do with light,
basically. Presented by a robot named Bobo,
it’s a mixture of explanations and experiments
spread over 100 interactive pages, with bags of
character and color.
Apple gave it a Design Award at its WWDC
2012, shining a spotlight (which is apt, really)
on developer Game Collage’s work.

Stuart Dredge
is a freelance journalist in the U.K. writing for The
Guardian, THE Sunday Times, Music Ally, The Appside,
MSN and his own apps-for-kids site Apps Playground.

SpotON Radio
Free
iOS

We can’t get Pandora’s personal radio service
in the U.K. — the company pulled out a few
years ago in protest at the royalties it had to pay
music rights holders. But the idea of creating
personalized radio stations based on specific
artists and similar songs still appeals.
SpotON provides it using Spotify as its
base, so you need a premium subscription to
the latter to use it. Then it’s just a matter of
choosing an artist, then skipping, liking and
disliking songs to hone the personalized stream
to your liking. It also adds songs to a playlist in
your Spotify account so you can find them later.
The wider trend here: Services like Spotify,
with their developer APIs, are going to be
spawning lots of innovative music apps for
listening to, discovering and sharing music.
Spotify has just launched its own mobile radio
feature, but I suspect a lot of people will be
sticking with SpotON.

Clear
$2.99
iOS

There was a lot of hype around the productivity
app Clear when it first came out, but don’t
let that put you off. App developers were
enthralled by its stripped-down user interface,
which does away with buttons altogether, in
favor of pure gestural controls. You swipe
down to create a new task, swipe across to
cross tasks off the list, pinch to switch between
lists and so on, with everything color-coded
according to priority. As someone who used
to keep track of tasks in the iPhone’s default
Notes app, this has been a godsend. A good
example of less being more, at least when it
comes to user interface design.
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Meet
Your New
Mobile
Friends
Are social discovery apps such as
Highlight the new Facebook?
By Ramona Emerson
Facebook is great for finding out who your ex is
dating or what your friends from high school are
up to. But what about when you want to make
new friends or meet a new future ex? Sure, you
could chat up a bunch of strangers in the grocery
store line, but how do you know those people
aren’t serial killers? Enter social discovery apps.
Social discovery apps (which have been
proliferating since this year’s SXSW tech expo
when Highlight was heralded as the next big
thing in social media) are mobile applications
that use GPS and your existing social media
profiles to help you meet like-minded people in
the real world.
This sounds great in theory. Anyone
who’s ever gone to a bar alone and spent the
entire time staring quietly into the middle
distance knows that it’s hard to meet new
people, and so far traditional social networks
(geared at platonic interactions, at least)
haven’t been much help. For all their talk of a
more connected world, Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram are often useless for forging new
real-world relationships.
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Find My Friends
Unsurprisingly, Facebook wants in on the
action. In May, the social network acquired
ambient location app, Glancee. The app was
shut down immediately after the acquisition,
and the company’s three employees joined
the Facebook team, suggesting that we
would soon see a social discovery function
on Facebook. Lo and behold, less than two
months later, Facebook began quietly testing
“Find Friends Nearby,” a mobile feature
that allowed users to Facebook friend other
Facebookers in their vicinity.
Although “Find Friends Nearby” was
disabled as soon as the tech blogs picked up
on it, the existence of such a feature strongly
suggests that it’s only a matter of time before
Facebook officially integrates social discovery.
This is great news for users who want all their
social in one place, but obviously not such good
news for Highlight and other apps that may soon
find themselves without any friends to find.
But one way or another, social discovery
is coming, which is, well, great. And a social

Building
a Better
Social
Discovery
App
network that actually helps you be social is a
pretty intriguing idea.

Weak Ties

While there are times when a notification
that an acquaintance is nearby is welcome,
other times it’s just plain creepy. Getting a
message that a stranger is “nearby” while
you’re walking home at night is less than
comforting no matter how many Facebook
friends you have in common.

It’s worth pointing out up front that the current
crop of social discovery apps — Banjo, Badoo,
Kismet, Highlight, Sonar — have a few major
flaws. They’re based entirely on the weak
ties of social media interactions. They rely on
Context Insensitive
information from users’ Facebook profiles to
Another problem with many of the social discovery
determine who in their immediate vicinity is
offerings is that they can’t tell the difference
connected to them based on mutual friends or
between a time when you might want to meet
shared interests. But concepts such as “Like”
someone (party, conference, concert) and a time
and “Friend” mean different things on Facebook
when you would rather not (all other times).
than they do in real life. Let’s remember that
Unlike Foursquare, which gives users the choice to
capital L liking is the only option for onecheck in at every specific location, social discovery
click Facebook interaction, making it a fairly
apps are always on once they are activated. You’re
inaccurate way of measuring actual enjoyment.
passively checking in everywhere, not selecting
People Like things because they like them, but
the places where you’d actually like to meet
they also Like things because they don’t like
someone. This could actually keep people from
them, and sometimes they Like things to get a
approaching those who pop up on the app because
free Gillette razor. Facebook “friendships” are
it’s impossible to tell when someone’s in the mood
similarly flawed. The barrier for entry into a
to be “socially discovered.”
Facebook friendship is so
In the world
low — click, click, done —
envisioned by the
For all their talk of
that many of these people
developers of these apps,
a more connected
are only your friends in the
people are infinitely
sense that Facebook says
social, intrepid and eager
world, Facebook,
they are, and not in the
to expand their existing
Twitter and Instagram
sense that you talk to them
social network. In reality,
are often useless
or share intimate thoughts
even if a fellow labradoodle
with them or enjoy their
enthusiast is a couple park
when it comes to
company. I have Facebook
benches away from you,
forging new realfriends who I couldn’t even
you might prefer to wait a
world relationships.
identify in a lineup, so it’s
few extra minutes and text
unlikely that I would want
a friend to meet up or eat
to approach their Facebook friends.
your sandwich in peace. Of course, it could
The second problem has to do with human
be that all this Facebook Liking is beside the
nature: Talking to strangers is scary, and wanting
point. The most important thing the people
someone to follow you on Twitter doesn’t mean
who embrace this technology have in common
you want them to follow you on the street.
is the fact that they signed up at all.

Ramona Emerson
is a freelance writer based in Brooklyn, N.Y. Her work has
appeared in Wired; The Huffington Post; O, the Oprah Magazine;
and The Daily. Follower her on Twitter @ramonarae.
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Forget the Facebook Likes.
Instead of only alerting users when people
with vaguely similar interests are nearby,
the ideal social discovery app would tell
you everyone in your immediate vicinity and
whether or not you are connected to them.

02

Follow Foursquare’s lead.
Allow people to check in at locations where
they are interested in being approached.

03

Let users decide which connections
matter to them.
Some people only want to be visible to
people with whom they share Facebook
friends; others want to know when other
Twilight fans are in the building.

04

Get rid of the competition.
Facebook would be a lot less useful if
half of your friends were on MySpace.
The same goes for social discovery apps.
There can only be one, and everyone
needs to be on it.

05

Get over the idea that meeting new
people is ever going to be painless.
If you want to make a friend, an app can
only take you so far; at some point, you
just have to swallow your pride and say
something crazy like, “Hi.”
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America’s
Mobile
Comeback
For the first time in a long time, two American
companies are driving innovation and leading one of
the planet’s most important industries.
By Dan Frommer

The first half of 2012, I’ve flown more than
60,000 miles, searching for interesting tech
stories for ReadWriteWeb, including stops in
Korea, Japan, Iceland, Spain, Germany and
Silicon Valley. The biggest meta-trend I’ve
observed: How two U.S. companies, Apple
and Google, stand tall as the world’s most
influential mobile companies, leading one
of the planet’s most important industries.
It wasn’t always this way. Now
five years after the first iPhone debuted
and almost four years since Android
launched, it is easy to forget that America
was once a mobile-phone backwater.

The iPhone-ification of Japan
One trend I’ve enjoyed watching over the past
several years is how Japan — perhaps the
most interesting mobile-phone–accessorizing
nation — has embraced the iPhone.
In December 2007, eight months before
the iPhone launched in Japan, but shortly
after it had gone on sale in the U.S., I spent
a week wandering around Tokyo, zipping
in and out of electronics stores. It was a
fascinating experience. Everything felt so
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foreign, because it was. In the States, it already
seemed obvious that a full-touchscreen
smartphone was the device of the future.
But in Japan, it felt like the opposite.
The most sophisticated phones were big,
long flip phones without touchscreens. Gadget
department stores had huge sections of charms
that you could buy to attach to a tiny loop
on your phone: Cute little animals, cartoon
characters, food items, screen wipers, all sorts
of stuff. (On a later visit in 2010, even Japanese
Starbucks stores sold their own cellphone
charms, including a tiny plastic coffee cup.)
Handsets competed mostly based on
physical design, color and features such as
built-in mobile TV support. One new device,
the “KDDI InfoBar 2,” looked more like
an art project than a phone, with colorful
buttons taking up much of the phone’s
face. Having already fallen in love with
the iPhone, this seemed strange to me.
In many other ways, the Japanese were
far ahead of the world: NTT DOCOMO,
the dominant Japanese operator, had long
established its mobile Internet services,
and a universal mobile payments system

meant you could pay for a subway ride or
can of coffee with a chip in your phone.
Meanwhile, most Americans were still
learning how to send text messages.
Fast forward to May 2012, when
I spent another week in Japan, again
spending an unhealthy amount of time in
electronics stores. I knew the iPhone had
become popular in Japan and that local
cellphone manufacturers had embraced
Android. But I was shocked by the extent.
Those long aisles of cellphone charms
are now dominated by a dizzying selection
of iPhone accessories and cases, ranging
from the practical to the absurd.
At one store, a $50 iPhone case looked
exactly like a fried tonkatsu cutlet, the
breadcrumb texture down to an incredible
detail. At another: a case with a rubber hand
on the back, so you could “hold hands” while
talking on the phone. (Creepy.) I saw an
entirely new selection of charms that plug
into the iPhone’s headphone jack, including
tiny pieces of sushi, a Tokyo commuter train
car and Kapibara-san, my favorite Japanese
fictional character. And an elaborate, $40

gadget in the shape
of a baseball stadium
— slip your iPhone into the
“AppBaseball” plastic slot —
designed as an analog controller for
a baseball game from the App Store.
There weren’t as many toys specifically
for Android because there are literally
thousands of different Android devices
and only a few that sell in enough volume
to justify their own custom accessories.
But all the big Japanese phone makers had
switched to Android in my absence — the
homemade, custom stuff was all but gone.

The Rise of Mobile Software
What happened? Why did two American
companies grow to dominate the
mobile world? In a word: software.
If you watched the rise of Japanese
electronics companies such as Sony and
Panasonic in the 80s and 90s, most of their
skill was in hardware design, engineering
and manufacturing. They were amazing at
making things tiny, with superb industrial
design. The impossibly thin Sony Discman
I bought in Hong Kong in 1998 is still one
of my favorite gadgets of all time. Hardware
engineering and distribution were the most
important traits of early mobile companies,
and that’s how Nokia, Samsung, LG, Sony
Ericsson, Kyocera, Sharp and even U.S.-

Why did two
American
companies grow
to dominate the
mobile world? In a
word: software.
Dan frommer
is editor-at-large
for ReadWriteWeb and
the founder of Splatf.

based Motorola moved the needle.
For software, they either outsourced
— thus, Symbian’s early smartphone OS
dominance — or made their own. But it was
mostly junk, and that was okay because screens
were small and everything was very simple.
Then in January 2007, Apple changed
everything with the iPhone. Sure, its industrial
design was slick and its touchscreen looked
different than other phones on the market.
But its biggest revolution was software. The
iPhone’s OS was as strong as a computer’s, and
the apps it could run were super-advanced.
Apple’s iTunes sync software was miles better
than anything Nokia, RIM or any rival offered.
When the iPhone App Store launched in 2008, it
became the gold standard for mobile software.
Google’s Android project followed. It
was never as good as the iPhone software,
but it didn’t matter because companies like
Samsung and HTC couldn’t get their hands on
Apple’s OS. For many purposes, Android was
good enough. And its easy (and free) licensing
meant anyone could use it for almost anything.
Samsung, most notably, has found success with
its Android-powered Galaxy lineup, and almost
every mobile company around the world has
bet itself on Google. (Nokia, now in rebuilding
mode, has also attached itself to a U.S.-based
platform, the Microsoft Windows Phone.)

Back in the U.S.A.

Meanwhile in Japan: The big
innovations in mobile coming out of
Tokyo’s Shibuya neighborhood right
now are wacky iPhone cases and
accessories.

A decade ago, a tour of the world’s mobilephone capitals might have started in Finland,
home of Nokia, stopped in London to visit
Sony Ericsson (itself a joint venture between
a Swedish telecom giant and Japan’s gadget
leader) to Korea for Samsung and LG, perhaps
to Germany for Siemens, wrapping up at
Motorola — the company that invented the
cellphone — in the Chicago suburbs. Of these,
Samsung is now the only one still profitably
making mobile phones, and its strengths are
still mostly hardware and distribution — it’s
hardly a software-platform company.
Today, the most important mobile corridor
in the world is the one in Silicon Valley,
California — the nine-mile drive between
Google’s headquarters in Mountain View and
Apple’s in Cupertino. Until the next revolution,
at least.
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Letter From London

Advertisers Find
Their Mojo in the U.K.
Thanks to larger screens
and new technologies,
the time has come
for mobile marketing
to get creative.
The obstacle to better mobile advertising
(and more of it) isn’t an absence of ideas
or capabilities. The mobile marketing
ecosystem just needs to command greater
attention within brand owners’ budgets.
“The U.K. sales teams generally work very
hard for their budget,” says Mark Halliday,
head of mobile at Manning Gottlieb. “It’s still
quite early days in mobile versus alternative
media channels, and it seems the whole
industry is trying to do whatever it takes to
encourage spend from an eclectic range of
advertisers. Sales teams are making mock-ups
and working examples, helping advertisers
with the creative build and even offering
research — all for much lower budgets than
you might expect elsewhere in the world. The
barriers to testing mobile are now very low.”
Alex Newman, head of mobile at
OMD, is confident that this will drive
widespread growth in the channel: “The
U.K. has always been at — or near — the
forefront of new technology. We’re one
of the biggest e-commerce markets, and
we’re one of the largest online spenders. I
think it’s a natural progression that mobile
will take off quickly here, especially
compared with other European markets.”

Ads That Really Work
Halliday is keen to praise the new generation
of “engaging and enchanting” mobile
advertising. “I’m incredibly excited about the
proliferation of mobile-rich media formats,”
he says. “It’s no longer a rarity to see and
experience an ad that you would actually

Paps Shaikh
is SAY media’s
commercial director
in the U.K.

want to spend time with. Mobiles and tablets
are acting as gateways to additional content
and doing it in increasingly creative ways.”
Case in point: The 2012 Cannes Lions
Advertising Festival saw the launch of a
dedicated mobile category. While mobile
categories have existed as specialist and mediaoriented awards for some time, this launch was
significant because Cannes’ acceptance signals
that the channel has joined the big leagues.
This represents exciting times for agency
professionals such as Newman: “Historically,
mobile advertising has suffered from very
limited screen size. Plus, the technology
hasn’t been particularly advanced, so the
creative opportunities have been quite limited.
But the work on display at Cannes was full
of completely left-field examples that were
working really well,” he said. “It’s no longer
just a direct-response–focused platform; we can
actually start to tell brand stories on mobile.”
There’s a real appetite for this among
mobile marketers too: “I’d really like to do
something that works across all different

EVERYTHING
WILL SIMPLY BE
SEEN AS DIGITAL,
ON WHICHEVER
DEVICE IS MOST
CONVENIENT.

screens,” confesses Newman when asked
about his ultimate mobile wish list. “I’d really
like to work on a campaign that operates
across a number of different devices — one
that puts mobile at the center but where
multiple screens are used to create an
intertwined experience across all screens. I
don’t think we’ve quite got to that level yet.”

What the Future Holds
Before marketers get carried away with a
new screen to play on, Newman has this
prediction for the medium: “I don’t know
if phones will exist in the future in the
way they do now. I can see a phoneless
future, where your phone is just sensors that
you wear on your watch or something.”
For Halliday, the idea of mobile media
is also temporary: “I think the lines between
what is ‘mobile’ and what is ‘digital’ will
become increasingly blurred — especially
with the huge growth in tablets. Everything
will simply be seen as digital, on whichever
device is most convenient, be that your phone,
PC, tablet, games console or your smart TV.”
At the first Cannes Mobile Lions, it
was evident that mobile is the enabling
technology in a lot of the innovation going
on around the world. Apps like blippar,
Aurasma and Shazam — that allow users
to interact with other media — are slowly
changing this. But as mobile creativity comes
of age, the industry comes one step closer to
capitalizing on the fact that millions of people
around the world are carrying powerful
miniature computers in their pockets.
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PERSPECTIVEs

Why the Second Screen Is
So Hard to Get Right
Most publishers are
responding to the mobile
landscape with a waitand-see approach.
Big mistake.

As a foreign correspondent in London 10
years ago, my job was to unearth innovative
new startups for my business magazine’s
readers. I traveled across the Continent from
Helsinki to Milan meeting entrepreneurs,
venture capitalists and big company
researchers to write about the next big thing.
In the summer of 2002, I attended a launch
party for a startup demoing its nascent service
at a swanky Haymarket bar. Upon walking
in, there were printed instructions to visit one
of the tables playing music and then navigate
through a maze of confusing WAP mobile
phone menus. What resulted was my phone
magically telling me the name of the song
playing in the room. The party was Shazam’s
coming out party. It took almost 10 years
for the music recognition app to truly gain
widespread recognition but, for me, it was the
first time I saw firsthand what was possible
only with a mobile phone.

Ten years later, publishers are still
plotting the best ways to engage readers
on mobile devices.
The stakes are high. As technology continually
improves, the percent of content consumed
from mobile devices increases. According to
Business Insider research, on average,
20 percent of sites’ content is now being
consumed in mobile
browsers. But evolving
technology platforms and
consumption patterns
make it far more difficult to
succeed on mobile than it is
on the desktop.
The challenge of
building a
great mobile
experience
isn’t solved
by simply
ensuring that
the content
displays in
the right way
in the right
environment.
The bigger
challenge

is to figure out how best to match the
content and mission of a publisher with the
unique properties associated with varied
operating systems, devices, browsers and app
environments.
Different technology translates into
different consumption patterns. For example,
users are consuming content in very different
ways in apps than they are on the mobile
Web. According to JacApps, gaming and social
apps account for 80 percent of all app activity.
By comparison, those activities account for
just 40 percent of time spent on the desktop.
Mobile Web consumption more closely mirrors
what people do at a desktop with news,
utilities, entertainment and topic-specific
content accounting for the bulk of activity.
Most publishers are responding to the rapidly
evolving technology landscape with a wait-andsee approach.

A brave few are experimenting early —
and with promising results.
Food52 has tailored its approach to screen
size. Its iPhone app focuses on Hotline, a
forum on the website for user questions and
answers. To take advantage of the bigger screen
and encourage users to take their iPads into
the kitchen, Food52’s Holiday app featured a
variety of entertaining tips including step-bystep instructional videos on how to prepare
things such as a dry-brined turkey or Tuscan
onion confit.
The logical first step for publishers
venturing into mobile publishing is to create
a mobile-optimized site. SAY Media makes it
easier with technology used by Remodelista
that automatically resizes the page based on
the screen size of the device or desktop where
the content is being accessed.
Still others are pushing the envelope even
further. Kinfolk magazine’s luminous iPad
app complements its quarterly books about
small gatherings by encouraging readers to
experience the content in a way unique to a
tablet device. Whether swiping down for a
peak at an intimate dinner by a freezing lake
or rearranging the layout and size of photos
of a salty dinner of buttered clams and beer in
Maritime Canada, readers have never been able
to personalize content like this before.

HP Goes
Behind
the Music

For HP, Plan B was the perfect Plan A
to promote its laptops.
Singing sensation Plan B showed just
how his music was intended to be heard
when he deconstructed one of his hit
songs in a two-minute film presented by
HP and Intel. In the film, Plan B reveals
how the song came together using HP
Beats Audio sound technology.
The video, co-produced by HP and
Intel, initially ran across YouTube, but
M2M, HP’s media planning agency,
wanted to engage relevant music and
entertainment audiences on the Web.
Because of SAY Media’s scale of network
and top-tier custom site list, M2M decided
to engage with us.
To generate views of the Plan B
film and generate awareness of the HP
premium laptop incorporating Beats
Audio technology, SAY Media ran rich
media banners across its network. These
banners teased the video and led users to
a full-page ad experience that immersed
the viewer in the HP environment where
they could watch other music and
entertainment videos.
SAY Media’s account director, Lawrence
Horne, explains: “The SAY Media-curated
list of sites helps deliver an online audience
that is more likely to engage with the ad,
meaning you’re automatically getting the
right people to opt in.”

62,900

Minutes spent with the content

3,000

Click-thrus to Facebook

200K+
Video views
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Josh Jaffe
is vice president of
media at SAY Media.
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The 6 Secrets
of
Great
T
E
L
B
TA
Content
The tablet is your future media hub. Here’s what that
means for building amazing new media experiences.
The post-PC era that Steve Jobs ushered in
with the introduction of the iPad is well under
way. These casual, mobile, Internet-enabled
devices are rapidly becoming the primary tools
with which we consume our media diet. While
it’s tempting to slap the term “revolution” on
any technological progress or new hardware
release, this may well be the first time in a
long time that what’s happening is actually
revolutionary.
Our media consumption tools — and
our habits — are changing at breakneck
speed. Sales of devices such as tablets and
smartphones will eclipse all PC sales in 2013.
While smartphones will make up for the
majority of those sales, tablets are what will be
replacing the PCs that we use at home — and
possibly at work.
Never have we had a device that is
so much about consuming content. Both
smartphones and PCs allow you to access

content in spite of their primary functions.
While phones and PCs have some incredible
advantages, they weren’t built from the ground
up for consuming content. But tablets actually
were. Apparently, we’ve been waiting for just
such a device. IDC and Forrester predict that by
2016, 375 million tablets will be sold globally,
and 760 million will already be in use.
Today’s high-end tablet can compete
with a PC in raw power for most daily tasks
and even gaming. The sacrifices being made
to fit everything into a thin frame mostly go
unnoticed. It’s a device that you can read like a
magazine or set on a table to watch like a TV. It
was familiar before it even existed. Tablets are
the ultimate media consumption devices.
This revolution requires some big
changes in the way we think about designing
and delivering content. The following design
principles are informing everything we create
as we get ready for our collective tablet future:

Welcome back to the Web.
Content should adapt.

Context matters.
Tablet comes first.

We like to separate “tablet” from “mobile”
traffic when we measure it, and this is
showing some pretty interesting trends. Tablet
traffic is rising rapidly, often far outpacing
that of mobile phones. Readers are falling in
love with tablets, and we are doubling down
on making that experience more than an
afterthought by designing our experiences to
focus on tablets first.
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The best interface is the one that gets out
of the way. If we can eliminate the need for
buttons and exposed interfaces, we can bring
the content experience forward. We like to call
these “ambient interfaces” — elements that
appear contextually and content that behaves
in ways you would expect it too in the real
world. Orientation, velocity and touch are all
being tracked by tablets, making them capable
of supporting incredibly tactile, tangible
experiences.

Every device in your life should give you a great
experience. Reading an article on your iPad
might be the most comfortable way to consume
it but not the most practical. We want to give
you the same experience whether you’re at
your desk, on the train or lying on the couch.
Your devices may change, but the experience
you have across them should be consistent. To
help us reach that goal, we’ve been building the
Phoenix experience platform, our own radical
step toward creating a more universal interface
that adapts to different devices but always feels
familiar.

Post-resolution graphics
are here.

The days of downsampling hypercompressed
JPEGs are over. We no longer have to
accommodate old browsers or slow load times.
Welcome to the era beyond high definition
where pixels disappear. We won’t be talking
about dpi, resolution and megapixels for much
longer, so we’re building tools and interfaces
that will help our media properties deliver postresolution graphics on all supported devices.

Alex Schleifer
is the creative
director AT
SAY Media.

Single-tasking is best.

One reason why tablets work so well as content
consumption devices is that they provide
strictly enforced focus. Clutter on a tablet
(or any touch-screen device) turns a natural,
tactile experience into one that is frustrating.
Information density, number of interaction
points and key points of focus need to be
kept in check even if the display surface is
relatively large.

Ryan Kirkman
is art director and
interactive designer
at SAY Media.

Apps have invigorated the software market. The
marketplaces provide ways for content creators
to monetize, which can be hard to match.
Marketplace owners also are reaping rewards
financially as well as by increasing lock-in. We
remain focused on going Web first, building
as much as we can for the last truly open
platform and then looking at apps and their
respective marketplaces. HTML5 offers many
of the features we need to build great digital
media brands, and the Web offers the quickest
and most direct path to bring the content to
the user. Apps remain an important part of our
strategy but not at the cost of ignoring the Web
experience.
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The Power
of Moms
There’s nothing to sneeze at in this
highly targeted campaign.
Allergies affect everyone, but last
spring, ZYRTEC® wanted to reach
Spanish-speaking moms specifically
to show them how ZYRTEC® can
provide relief for their entire family.
To increase awareness and trial
of its allergy medicine during the
height of the season, ZYRTEC®
offered these moms a coupon.
To reach moms while at home
and on the go, SAY Media created
a bold takeover ad unit targeted
at its extensive network of online
Spanish-language publishers. Moms
were educated about the benefits
of ZYRTEC® via a compelling video
and encouraged to click through to
ZYRTEC®’s Spanish-language site
to learn more and download the
coupon.
Moms are basically the
CEOs of most households, so it’s
important to find effective ways to
reach them without wasting their
time. Through its partnership with
SAY Media, ZYRTEC® managed to
find that balance and helped reduce
the sneezing and sniffling during
allergy season.

15%
26+ seconds
Click-to-site rate on mobile

Average time spent with ad
Almost

9 million
Total impressions
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THINGS I LOVE DESIGN
This is a world’s first. It lets you do whatever you want. Drive
on pure electricity, in silence without exhaust fumes. Travel
in power mode across continents at unnecessary speeds.
Or use the hybrid mode to get the best of both worlds. With
the flick of a switch, you decide which drive mode to use.
On pure electricity, it drives up to 50 kilometers. Combining
electricity and diesel, it takes you more than 1000 kilometers.
And since it’s so quiet and clean, with a 16 amp socket you
can charge it anywhere.

Iris van Herpen
I love just about
everything this
woman does.
End of story.
(Irisvanherpen.com,
prices by request)

Iacoli & McAllister
Necklaces
For a long time, I’ve
longed for an Iacoli &
McAllister light, but
when they started
making necklaces, I
knew I had to have one.
It’s like wearing one of
their lamps around your
neck everywhere you
go. (Iacoli & McAllister,
$58 and up)

Wood Casting
by Hilla Shamia
I love design that not only
looks good but also has
a unique and interesting
process. Shamia makes
these benches and
tables by pouring molten
aluminum directly onto
wood, burning the
surface. Fascinating!
(Hillashamia.com, price
varies)

SWITCH TO PURE VOLVO

Grey Area
I have always been intrigued by products and works that walk the fine line between
art and design. Grey Area, a new-ish shop in New York City, has built a gallery and
retail store around these types of pieces. Offering everything from bizarre, artsy
sculptures to furniture that isn’t just functional but also makes a real statement, Grey
Area is worth a visit online or off. The Slab Table by Snarkitecture pictured here is
unforgettable. (Grey Area, prices vary)

Tiny Moss Terrariums From Mosser
For someone who has a black thumb, having moss
is a dream come true. You can’t kill this stuff! It
adds a nice, little pop of greenery to my desk, too.
(Mosserstore.com, $26)

Jaime Derringer, Design Milk

Jaime Derringer started Design Milk as a side
project in 2006 when she was looking for a
couch — and quickly discovered a passion and
talent for spotting great design. Now she runs
one of the best-curated and well-respected
modern design magazines on the Web. These
are a few of her current favorite things.
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OneByNine’s Space Invaders Bathroom
I love anything retro, especially if it has a video-game
theme. Nothing is more fun for me than seeing an
8-bit design, especially one that reminds me of my
childhood (I grew up with Atari). What I love even
more about this bathroom design is that it’s hidden
inside of a very sleek, modern apartment. What an
unexpected surprise! (OneByNine, price by request)

THE V60 PLUG-IN HYBRID.
THE WORLD’S FIRST LUXURY DIESEL PLUG-IN HYBRID

volvocars.com/switchtopure
Preliminary fuel consumption figure for the Volvo V60 Diesel Plug-in Hybrid based on EU combined cycle in Hybrid mode is 148.7mpg. CO2 emissions 49g/km. Information based on preliminary data. Official
figures not available at time of print. Regulation ECE 101. Information that is published in this advertisement may contain references or cross references to Volvo Cars products, services etc. that are not announced
or available in your country. The accuracy of such information cannot be guaranteed, particularly since this information is subject to change, specific requirements or availability and such references do not imply
that Volvo Cars intends to announce such products, services etc. in your country. Contact your local dealer for complete details regarding the products, services etc. which may be available to you and for ordering.

